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‘We have been running trials at sea for the last 6
years, growing juvenile lobsters, monitoring their
survival, growth and behaviour. The results have
been fantastic’.
Dr Carly Daniels doing a quarterly check up on a 1½ year old lobster.

Maite Ruiz-Perez,
Research Assistant
helping with
quarterly health
checks

Welcome from General Manager, Dom Boothroyd
Well, its BIG news for the National Lobster
Hatchery this autumn. Our ground breaking
research has been scaling up over the last eight
years and the Lobster Grower project (funded by
Innovate UK and BBSRC), which has kept us busy
for the last two years, has now been awarded
second stage funding. ‘Lobster Grower 2’ (LG2)
is going to be a £3 million, 3 year project, led by
the NLH and involving lots of partners. LG2 is
also being supported by the Fishmongers
Company, who are contributing to the cost of
the prototype systems. The project will set up a
pilot scale site for on-growing lobsters at sea
and examine lots of different aspects of
operation. All in all, a very exciting project for
everyone concerned and a massive step change
for the NLH. Of course the fund is restricted to
this research project and we still need support
for our on-going work.

It was nice to see so many visitors to Cornwall
this summer. The visitor centre has had its
second busiest season so far. We get a lot of
great reviews on Trip Advisor, and nearly all say
that our Visitor Centre should be bigger. We
have been conscious of this for many years and
we are still pushing forward with plans to grow
the Charity’s work. On this note, we have
decided to withdraw our planning application to
build a new hatchery in the disused quarry at
Stepper point in response to the public
consultation we held in August.

We have attended lots of events over the
summer, including the Clovelly Crab and Lobster
Feast, the launch of the Lobster Tale beer (see
the article later) and many more. The Big Swim
Cornwall went down a treat with beautiful sea
conditions and plenty of sunshine. Thousands of
people joined us for the best Big Swim ever. A
massive thank you to The Big Swim Team and
Our other research programmes have also been
volunteers. Lastly I would like to say farewell to
making good progress, with several papers being
Richard Cook, who sadly passed away in
published in both the ‘ICES Journal of Marine
September. Richard ran The Big Swim safety for
Science’ and ‘Aquaculture’ over past months. As
many years and was a huge supporter of the
I write, Dr Daniels is presenting a paper in
Charity’s work – he will be sadly missed.
Canada at ‘The American Lobster in a Changing
Ecosystem’ Symposium.

National Lobster Hatchery bags major research
grant for Cornwall & the South West
The National Lobster Hatchery, has, along with consortium partners, been awarded funding for a
£3m research project from Innovate UK and BBSRC. This will make a series of breakthroughs in
the science and technology associated with lobster culture, which will help Europe catch up with
the rest of the world in terms of growing its own sea food.
Working with consortium partners that include the University of Exeter, Westcountry Mussels of
Fowey, The Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (CEFAS) and Falmouth
University, the three-year project, known as Lobster Grower 2, will focus on the European lobster by
developing some of the technology and science for growing lobsters at sea. It is thought that long
term an industry will develop, providing a new product, with a separate market from that supplied
by the fishery and therefore creating market diversification and generating additional jobs and
wealth in coastal communities.
Lead researcher for the National Lobster Hatchery, Dr Carly Daniels said: “This is the biggest lobster
aquaculture research project taking place in Europe at the moment and it’s fantastic that it’s
happening here in Cornwall, where it will generate scientific jobs and intellectual capital.”
“Europe is rapidly falling behind the rest of the world when it comes to growing its own seafood and
this project is vital in addressing that imbalance. A key component is that lobsters will be grown in
systems with no artificial feed inputs. This means that some of the broader sustainability issues
sometimes associated with aquaculture (i.e. feeding farmed fish on wild caught fish) do not apply.
In a nutshell we are assessing whether it is possible to grow one of the most valuable species (by
weight) of seafood in the UK, using similar approaches to those used to grow low value species (such
as mussels), in passive, environmentally friendly systems.”

Cornish Sea Salt
Photographs: A one year old lobster grown at sea (top left). It’s fascinating to see the rate in which
the containers are inhabited by other organisms. What you may not realise is that these organisms have
floated in through the tiny holes as plankton and co-habit with the lobsters (top right). Dr Carly Daniels
tickled pink with the baby lobsters (bottom left). The pain-staking task of measuring each lobster every 3
months (when the weather allows).

The project will use sea-based container culture systems (SBCC) developed in an early stage project (Lobster Grower 1),
to assess performance and develop holistic application of the systems. The project will run a pilot scale lobster culture
site to gather practical, operational, environmental, biological, engineering and economic data that can be used to
develop an essential tool to encourage and inform future investment. In terms of environmental credentials, farmed
fish and seafood has received its fair share of bad press. This project specifically seeks to address these issues from the
outset, undertaking a thorough environmental evaluation of operations.
Dom Boothroyd, General Manager said: “This project represents a huge step forward for the charity. Firstly, it will test
and develop the technology needed to grow lobsters to a greater age before releasing them into the sea to enhance
wild stocks. Secondly, it will help us to generate the intellectual property that will, in the future, help fund the charity’s
important research conservation and education work.”
Fowey-based Westcountry Mussels started farming rope grown mussels in estuaries 25 years ago and were approached
by the National Lobster Hatchery six years ago to help with the first SBCC trials at their site in St. Austell bay.
“Our site was unique in England for the quality of the water, which is essential for both lobsters and top quality
mussels,” said Westcountry Mussels owner Gary Rawle. “We believe this is a great opportunity for a wide and diverse
skill set to come together and try something that only a few years ago would have been impossible, yet could now
become the future for both lobster farming and enhancing wild stock.”

Innovate UK has teamed up with the Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research Council (BBSRC) to joint fund this
industry and academic partnership, through an Agri-Tech Catalyst award.

Professor Lars Johanning, Associate Professor in Ocean Energy and academic lead of the University of Exeter’s
Renewable Energy Department, based at the Penryn Campus in Cornwall said: “This pivotal project unlocks the
potential for industry specialists and scientists to work together to address global food security in a sustainable and
environmentally-friendly way. Crucially, it could pave the way not just to providing nutritious food to many millions
more people worldwide, but also bring new and exciting employment opportunities as well. The University of Exeter
is implementing field studies to assess the well-being of the lobsters, potential environmental impacts and leads on
engineering developments.”

JOB OPPORTUNITIES coming soon
1.

Financial Assistant, 4 days a week

2.

Project Officer, full time

3.

Post Doctoral Research Assistant, full time

Keep an eye on our news page on our
website, Facebook or Twitter

Dr Yorick Benjamin, Principle Investigator and Director of Sustainable Design at Falmouth University, said: “This is an
exciting development for Falmouth that builds upon earlier design research by Adam Stringer and Dr Justin
Marshall. Falmouth's role will be to explore whole system designs and novel products and services that are optimised
for real world use in this promising aquaculture project. We will be using observational research, 3D CAD and
3D printing (additive manufacturing) to develop a new preproduction SBCC design and its related systems. This
project is very positive in that it brings together a number of Cornwall-based organisations and can potentially lead to
new economic activity and knowledge-based jobs in the county. Falmouth is delighted to be a partner in this
consortium which aims to create an economically viable and sustainable high protein food.”
Keith Jeffery, Programme Director in Food Security and Aquaculture with CEFAS, said: “This project is an excellent
example of what can be achieved when industry, government agencies, engineers and the research sector pull
together to address the needs of a specific aquaculture sector. CEFAS will bring its depth of experience in aquatic
animal health and pathology and will help to clarify regulatory aspects - thereby contributing to the development of a
roadmap for this exciting and high value aquaculture sector.”
We are very grateful to The Worshipful Company of Fishmongers who have provided a grant to support the project.

SECRET SANTA
ADOPT A LOBSTER & CHOCOLATE
Adopt a Lobster for a friend or
colleague.
Name their lobster
something amusing plus you get a
chocolate lobster that has been
handmade in Cornwall. Available on
our Little Shop of Lobsters
website

£6

Padstow Rainbows visit the hatchery,
Larry makes an appearance

Cornish fishing facts!
Cornwall has the longest
coastline of any county in
the UK at 326

Cornwall has 49

ports,

many of which are tidal

miles

Most fishing vessels are (under 11m)
and typically crewed by 2 or 3
fishermen. Each boat works

400

–1000 lobster pots!

Cat Wilding Education Officer, joins the team
We welcome Cat Wilding our Education Officer who joined us this
summer. The post is funded by Seafish, The Garfield Weston
Foundation, Tanner Trust and Daylesford Foundation. Cat will be
engaging with Schools, Colleges and University groups, working
within the curriculum.

Book an educational visit to the hatchery or a free visit to your
School.
For details email Cat Wilding at
education@nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk or view our website.

These are just some of the topics we can cover:

Fishing methods
Scientific observation

Fish classification

Lobster life cycle

Fishy food chains

Sustainable sourcing

Lobster drama, ART, crafts, geography, MATHS

Or choose your own topic, we’re up for the challenge!

Clovelly
Lobster & Crab
Feast

The girl with the lobster tattoo
Having read Charlotte Eve Davies’ blog from her visit to the hatchery in August, we asked if
we could include it in our next newsletter. It’s a lovely summary of the discussions that
took place, but its nice to have an outside view and snapshot of our research programme.
We’re sure you’ll enjoy the read and you can follow Charlotte’s blog that is aptly named
‘The Girl with the Lobster Tattoo’ http://cedavies72.blogspot.co.uk/

Team lobster! Dissemination of lobster research at the
National Lobster Hatchery by Charlotte Eve Davies
Last Friday, I was asked to attend a meeting at the National Lobster Hatchery in Padstow,
Cornwall. I know I've blogged about it in the past, but collaboration with other research
groups is, to me, one of the most important factors when conducting a project. As well as a
hub for lobster science in the UK, the National Lobster Hatchery has great ties with the
local fishermen, the Padstow community and restaurants in the area, with their very
successful 'Buy one, Set one free' campaign.
I've liaised with Padstow in the past - when I had visiting researchers in my laboratory from
the New England Aquarium, Boston, this was on our list of places to visit. It was only at
the 10th International Conference on Lobster Biology and Management, that I really got to
know the 'hatchery team' and we became great friends and colleagues. We vowed that we
would stay in touch and try to meet as often as possible in order to discuss the future of
European lobster research in the UK.
In attendance at the meeting on Friday were hatchery staff Dom Boothroyd, the General
Manager; Research & Development Officer Dr Carly Daniels; Business Development Officer
Clare Stanley and PhD student Charlie Ellis, who is part of the University of Exeter's
Falmouth Campus, but works closely with the hatchery on his research project.
First up to talk was Dr Daniel Skerritt, who completed his PhD at Newcastle University last
year, investigating lobster abundance and movements in Northumberland. Dan now works
as a consultant for MRAG in London and gave us a talk about his research findings both
during and post PhD. For his project, Dan monitored lobster behaviour in and around
baited pots (used to catch lobsters), and their interactions with habitat using acoustic
telemetry. Perhaps his most significant findings which may have the greatest implication to
management, concern differences between the sexes. From mark-recapture studies
(where a lobster is tagged, released, and caught again) he found that males have a much
higher catchability than females. This means that a lot more male lobsters were recaptured
– but why? The acoustic telemetry work revealed further differences between the sexes;
males use a much larger area of seafloor than females, which could account for this
increased catchability due to greater probability of pot-interaction. However, overall this
work focused on the utilisation and behavioural changes over substrate. Dan has a
publication in press for Marine Ecology Progress Series; “Fine-scale movement, activity
patterns and home-ranges of European lobster Homarus gammarus” the prepress abstract
can be viewed online. http://www.int-res.com/abstracts/meps/v536/p203-219/

Photography by Thomas Peschak

Painting by Susie Ray,
Padstow Mussel Co.
A4 cards & T-Towels
available online

Aside from his science, Dan has also been involved in some outreach work. He
struck up an interesting collaboration with a graphic designer and the Great North
Museum. They put on an exhibition with input from Natural History Museum called
‘Spineless’, with Dan’s work being the subject of one of the exhibits. The aim of the
collaboration was to make the kids of the northeast aware of the importance of
the lobster fishery; you can see more about the exhibit online.
http://newcastlesciencecomic.blogspot.co.uk/search/label/Dan%20Skerritt
Check out this great little video of Dan, talking about his research.
https://vimeo.com/135738165
Up next, I gave a talk about the main findings from my PhD; I have talked mainly at
conferences about my shell disease susceptibility work but my lesser known
research concerning parasites (see last weeks blog post
http://cedavies72.blogspot.co.uk and more in next weeks!) and MPAs, were very
interesting to share. It's great to talk informally about this, and to get some ideas
together for future work.
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Charlie Ellis is currently writing up his PhD and gave us a short overview of his
findings so far. The National Lobster Hatchery's main mission is to create a
sustainable lobster fishery in Cornwall and in order to do this, the number one
research priority is to monitor the success of it's primary charitable objective (i.e.
the stock enhancement programme). In order to do this, they must be able to
estimate survival rates for hatchery reared lobsters in the wild, as well as their
contribution to catches of landing-sized European lobster. To do this, genetic
analysis of Cornish lobster stocks is essential, and something that Charlie has been
working on. He has also been examining tagging systems that will enable
stakeholders to easily identify hatchery reared animals. So far, Charlie has found
that the lobsters around the Cornish coast all seem to come from one gene pool,
which is good for the release programme which relies on volunteers to bring in
berried hens (expectant lobster mums) from various locations.
I think we are a very talkative lot so we didn't have much time for poor Carly to talk
to us about her new and exciting project which focuses on developing sea based
culture of lobsters in containers, a rearing technique that exhibits the potential for
a low carbon form of rearing with no feed costs. This is a consortium project, led by
the National Lobster Hatchery, which follows on from an earlier project also
funded by Innovate UK/BBSRC. Carly completed both her BSc and PhD projects at
the hatchery, concentrating on the optimisation of the rearing diets for early life
stages of the European lobster, in order to enhance growth, survival and health
using biotic dietary supplements.
The hatchery also hosts students who work on small but important projects and so
we also heard interesting presentations from Dan Sankey, who is working on
lobster behaviour and is soon to begin an MRes at Swansea University; and Grace
Dugdale, a BSc student at Cardiff University who is working on a placement year
alongside Carly at the hatchery. Grace is looking into the effects of probiotics on
lobster juveniles. Also in attendance were Adam Bates, who is working towards an
MPhil in European lobster genomics and Joe Augier who previously completed his
undergraduate project at the hatchery and is going on to do an MRes.
In all, it was a great way to reconnect with the lobster team, over a year after
meeting at the ICWL in Mexico. I would like to acknowledge all in #Teamlobster for
helping me to write this blog post… lobster scientists, unite!

Kids Lobster
Hoody
£16.99

Office Refurbishment
With plans to employ an extra 3 members of staff and after a summer of visiting research
students, it has become even more vital that we make space for staff in the office. Thank
you to Ed Hodgson, our longest standing volunteer who is putting the finishing touches to the
office refurbishment. Ed has been with the National Lobster Hatchery as a volunteer since
2000, even before we had livestock on the premises!

Trip Advisor Certificate of Excellence 2015
We are happy to say we have been awarded the Trip Advisor
Certificate of Excellence for 2015. We get some lovely reviews,
thanks all.
‘It turns out that I've never really thought much about the life of a
lobster. Visiting the National Lobster Hatchery changed that.
From reading about their birth and growth to seeing baby lobsters
- the receptionist showed us a day-old lobster - to seeing how
they're farmed and the population regenerated, the visit was
fascinating.
We were in the company of wide-eyed children who'd gone in before us but I think it's safe to
say that my girlfriend and I (in our 30s) were as much in wonderment as the children and their
parents.
It isn't a huge display but at less than £4 for sights you'd probably not see elsewhere, on a
coastline filled with lobster catching, this is definitely worth a visit if you're in Padstow and
have a free half-hour.’

The Big Give ‘Christmas Challenge’

WOW!!! Prawn On The Lawn have just
very kindly pledged £2,500 to enable the National Lobster Hatchery to qualify for The Big
Give Christmas Challenge! This now means that on the 4th and 5th December at midday
(12pm) we can get any donations matched, so please put those dates in your diary!!! Please
do support us as we need to reach £5k over the weekend to receive the match funding.
This is the link you’ll need at midday on 4th and 5th December.
http://new.thebiggive.org.uk/project/23117

Give as you Live Not to try and confuse you but don’t forget about Give as you Live,
especially throughout your Christmas shopping. You can raise money for the National
Lobster Hatchery at no extra cost to you, whenever you shop online. By just shopping online
through our personalised link: www.giveasyoulive.com/join/nationallobsterhatchery you will be
able to raise money for the charity without having to do anything or pay anything extra. Give
as you Live works with 3,612 leading stores that have signed up to donate a commission on
every online purchase to the charity of your choice.
We must apologise for an error in the last
newsletter. We mistakenly labelled a
photograph as Mr John Boyd when it was
actually Mr Peter Crown OBE.
This is a photo of Mr Peter Crown OBE on
the left and Mr John Boyd MBE on the
right, who hosted a hat walk and afternoon
tea in aid of the National Lobster Hatchery
back in 2014. Thank you so much for your
hard work and dedication, raising an
incredible £24,562 for the charity.
We look back at the Hat Show with fond
memories. Photo by Peter Holland

Volunteering at the Lobster Hatchery

We are very fortunate to have a crew of volunteers that significantly contribute to the activities
of the charity and without them, we would not achieve as much as we do.

We interviewed volunteer Sally Cuthbertson who has been volunteering with the
NLH since 2012 one day a week in the hatchery and at the occasional fundraising event.

Why do you volunteer at the NLH?
I already have a full time job running my own restaurant ‘Asquiths’ in Lostwithiel, but wanted to
help out with marine conservation in some way. It’s nice to put something back and in this case
literally; releasing lobsters back into the sea!

What sort of restaurant is it? Do you sell fish on your menu?
It’s a modern British cuisine restaurant and we source our fish from ‘Fish for Thought’, who
happen to be a Buy One, Set One Free supporter of the NLH. Their supply comes with a
guarantee that it is produced responsibly.

Do you have a marine conservation background?
Yes I have a degree in Marine Biology and a Masters in Coastal Sciences but have struggled to find
a career in the subject.

What do you enjoy about volunteering at the hatchery and what is your most
memorable experience?
It’s nice to work alongside like-minded people, the job is varied and it’s nice to do something that
will make a difference to the future of our oceans. I particularly like watching the changes of the
lobsters as they grow. I think the funniest and worst moment was when I was asked to clean a
larval cone but to be very careful with it! I was using the hose on the quayside to clean it out and
it rolled off the quay and smashed into pieces. It was only a few months into volunteering and I
had to go and own up to the Manager.

The Great Cornish Fish Book

SCRUNCH
BUCKETS for
your holidays!
£7.25
Roll it up and
put it in your
suitcase

2 fabulous books celebrating all that is
Cornish have been launched with a feast of
recipes, tales and discoveries from
Cornwall’s coastal larder. Many of
Cornwall’s greatest chefs and food experts
have contributed to these books.

£1 from the sale of this book will be
shared by the Fishermen’s Mission and
the National Lobster Hatchery.

The Great Cornish Food Book
takes on the same beautiful mood full of
tales and morsels from the ocean, fields and
cliff tops of Cornwall.

buy online

£17.99

www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk

www.thebigswimcornwall.co.uk
8th Aug 2015

The Big Swim
Cornwall
We had the best Big Swim since the event started 5
years ago with beautiful sea conditions for the 400
plus swimmers that took to the sea at Port Isaac.
Thank you to the Big Swim team,
volunteers and swimmers that
gave up their time to raise money.
The sponsorship total is yet to be
announced.

www.clovelly.co.uk
6th Sept 2015

Clovelly Lobster &
Crab Feast
We are very grateful to the Clovelly Estate who donated
£600 from gate sales and the raffle. We released another
1500 juvenile lobsters with fishermen John Balls who
informs us that he has now released 10,000 juveniles at
Clovelly over the last 6 years at this annual event. “We are
not always there to take everything out, we do our fair share of
replenishing the stocks and when Dominic Boothroyd from the
hatchery approached me about releasing lobsters, it seemed

the ideal thing to do.” John Balls

www.padstowchristmasfestivalco.uk

Padstow Christmas
Festival
We are very excited about this years Christmas Festival. We
hear on the grapevine it will be bigger and better than ever
before! More than 100 crafts folk and producers, 40 star
chefs and 45,000 visitors will celebrate what our town does
best: food and drink.
Fireworks display, Santa fun run, chef demonstrations,
Christmas Wilcox,
workshops.
Bring the
whole
family. Don’t forget
Chairman Bryan Coode, Patron Baroness
Mr Peter
Crown
OBE
to come and see our baby lobsters too!

Beer & Lobster
Local Award winning brewery ‘Padstow Brewing
Company’ have launched a new brew ‘Lobster Tale’; a
delicious ‘lobster inspired’ wheat beer with a
charitable twist in its tail. Not only is this mouthwatering beer the ideal accompaniment to seafood;
but the really good news is that 10p from every bottle
sold will go to the NLH to help raise and release baby
lobsters back into our coastal waters, helping to
replenish natural stocks.

The charity’s ‘feel good’ fundraising scheme aptly
named ‘Buy one, set one free’ is already being utilised
by responsible and sustainably minded restaurants
and seafood suppliers to help raise funds and spread
awareness of the NLH’s work. Long term supporters; Dreckly fish have already raised valuable funds with their lobster
catches in this way. Kevin Penney of Dreckly Fish says: ‘Dreckly Fish is a very proud supporter of the NLH and its ‘Buy
one, set one free’ scheme. This demonstrates to our customers the true meaning of sustainability; we are investing in
our future by charging an extra 50p for every lobster we sell with the proceeds going to the hatchery to help release
baby lobsters back’.
Padstow Brewery’s exclusive new ‘Lobster Tale’ beer has been brewed especially to compliment the taste of the sea.
Owners and brewers Caron and Des Archer felt it fitting that they make a contribution to the work of the NLH, as it
plays such an important part in safeguarding the often fragile environment and economy of our coastal communities.
Caron Archer of Padstow Brewery says: ‘We are delighted to be brewing a beer for this amazing charity. We chose a
wheat beer with its citrus notes and delicate aromas as it will perfectly complement the fabulous lobster that is served
all around our coastline this summer’.
Clare Stanley of the NLH says; ‘We are incredibly grateful for the support of Padstow Brewing Company, Dreckly Fish
and all our ‘Buy one, set one free’ members. The charity’s work is incredibly important to our coastal communities;
however it relies heavily on the support of forward thinking organisations and individuals that understand the need for a
more sustainable approach to managing our vulnerable marine resources. We cannot thank Padstow Brewing Company
and Dreckly enough for their long term support through the ‘Buy one, set one free’ scheme’.
For further information on ‘Buy one, set one free’ please contact Clare Stanley at the NLH
(clare@nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk)

Buy one, set one free
We are very happy to welcome on board the following new BOSOF supporters that are
doing their bit to support our precious marine resources and fisheries.
Last year our eight BOSOF supporters raised just under £15,000 to pay for our precious
little lobsters to be raised and released back into the wild. We hope for even more
funds this year thanks to our generous additional recruits. Thank you all so much!

www.nationallobsterhatchery.co.uk
CHECK OUT OUR NEW PRODUCTS
Caroline
Cleave
Design

Lobster Jute BAG £7.99

T-Towels &
Aprons

Lobster Kids Hoody £16.99

CHRISTMAS HAMPERS

Seafood Lover

Cornish Goodies
Seafood Lover

Cornish Sea Salt

Glass Buoy set

ADOPT A LOBSTER GIFT PACKS
You will receive an Adoption Certificate, an Annual Pass to the Visitor Centre,
regular e-newsletters, choose your gift option, all presented in a lobster gift box

With thanks to Idenna.com for their continued support for photography for our Little Shop of Lobsters

